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By the judgment of this Court S.C.R 118 defendant was held

accountable for all moneys of the late received by him since

February 1907 except as to gifts completed witthin B.s lifetime

and was held entitled all just and proper allowances for expendi

tures made and for coSts charges and expenses incurred by him in

or in reiation to or in connection with Bs affairs On the account

ing disputes arose as to certain items which by the judgment now

reported were decided by this Court -as follows

As to certain payments by defendant to discharge liability of

for money borrowed from bank for which demand note was given

it being contended that the -money wa-s used for business given by

to defendant and that as between defendant and the note

was liability of defendant rather than of held that there was

no evidence that the money was received by defendant after Febru

ary 1907 or at any time -and therefore it wa-s not money for which

defendant was accountable by the said former judgment of this Court

upon which the accounting must proceed -a-nd moreover the pay
meats were expenditures or charges incurred by defendant in or in

relation to or in connection wi-tb the affairs of and the items

should be allowed to defendant

As to sums charged by defen-dant as paid -to his -brother deceased

for W.s wages for work on B.s farm as to which it was contended

that there was no proof or presumption that the services of who
was B.s nephew and Lived with him on -his farm were to be paid

for and tb-at the payments were not really for wages but on account

of the sale price of land which defend-ant and had sold and in

which ea-th had -a half interest and that there was no corroboration of

defend-ants evidence that he appropriated the payments to wages or that

was entitled to wages held that -the sums should be allowed to

defendant on the evidence and wit-h due regard to the rule requiring

PRESENT Duff Newcombe Rinfret La-mont and Smith JJ
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corroboration in such cases Evidence Act B.C 11 there was 1929

ample proof of the paylments and of their imputation on account of

wages and there was no evidence to the contrary beyond an inference
BRIoHousE

sought to be drawn from certain circumstances but which was nega- MORTON
tived by the evidence as to having an enforceable claim against

on presumed or implied agreement the circumstances possibly

justified the inference of legal demand but in any event the pay
ments to constituted expenditures by defendant in relation to

B.s affairs there was no reason to doubt that they were made honestly

and within the scope of defendants authority as proved and there

fore they should not be disallowed on the ground that possibly could

not have established his claim for wages by strict proof of contract

or payment the situation under the circumstances was one as to

which defendant was entitled to exercise his judgment in the admin
istration of his authority with relation to B.s affairs Lamont
dissented as to this allowance holding that on consideration of all

4he evidence there was no corroboration of defendants statement

that told him to pay wages to or that the sums were paid as

wages
As to certain sums deposited by defendant in his bank account the

origin of which sums he was after the long time elapsed unable to

identify and as to which it was contended that since defendant

admittedly deposited moneys of along with his own in his indi

vidual account he was responsible for an unlawful mingling of funds

and moneys not shown to have belonged to defendant must be taken

to have belonged to held that the reason underlying the prin

ciple invoked by such contention did not apply in this case where it

was found that himself had authorized and encouraged defend

ant to dispense with separate account and to keep the entries in the

manner in which the account appeared it would be inequitable and

also inconsistent with the judgment which regulated the accounting

that defendant should be held accountable for deposits not admitted

or identified as belonging to the estate as to the contention that

defendant could not plead the authority derived from because

became insane held that on the evidence in this regard no

revocation or suspension of authority at the material time was

established

Judgment of the Court of Appeal of British Columbia 40 B.C Rep 278

reversed on the above questions

APPEAL by the defendant from the judgment of the

Court of Appeal for British Columbia which decided

in favour of the plaintiff upon the items of account in

question in the present appeal The disputes arose in

connection with the accounting by the defendant pursuant
to the judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada reported

in S.C.R 118 The material facts of the case appear
in that judgment together with the judgment now reported
The appeal was allowed with costs Lamont dissenting

in part

1928 40 B.C Rep 278
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1929 Ghent Davis for the appellant

Baxanouss Gillespie for the respondent

MowroN
The judgment of Duff Newcombe Rinfret and Smith

JJ was delivered by

NEWCOMBE J.The writ was issued 13th June 1924

and the action which was for an account has been pro
ductive of considerable litigation The defendant now

appellant disputed his liability to account and succeeded

at the trial and upon an equal division of judicial opinion

in the Court of Appeal in British Columbia But dif

ferent view prevailed in this Court and the defendant

was ultimately held accountable subject to the provisions

of the judgment The case is reported sub nomine Mor
ton Brighouse in S.C.R 118 The material

clauses of the judgment for present purposes are these

AND THIS COURT DID FURTHER ORDER AND ADJUDGE

that the respondent Brighouse is accountable for all moneys of the late

Sam Brighouse received by him since the 6th day of February 1907

excepting money in respect of whieh the intended gift mentioned in the

pleading was completed within ehe lifetime of the said Sam Brighouse

AND THIS COURT DOTH FURTHER ORDER AND ADJUDGE
that the respondent is entitled to all just and proer allowances for ex

penditures made by him and for all osts charges and expenses incurred

by him in or in relation to or in connection ith the affairs of the Baid

Sam Brighouse

Three classes of items and interest are in dispute

First These are payments amounting to $7287.76

which were made by the defendant to the Bank of Mont
real to discharge liability of Sam Brighouse The latter

had borrowed $13000 from the bank in June 1906 for

which he gave his demand note endorsed by his nephew the

defendant and by the Royal Ice and Dairy Company
concern which at that time belonged to Sam Brighouse or

in which he was interested and he constructed upon the

defendants land the buildings and plant which were used

for the purposes of that company Subsequently Sam

Brighouse gave the business to the defendant It is satis

factorily proved and is in fact not disputed that the de

fendant made the payments amounting to $7287.76 on

account of this loan Sam Brighouse himself had made

36 BC Rep 231 1925 S.C.R 118

W.W.R 412
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the preceding payments in reduction of his liability and 1929

the amount in question was required to discharge the bal- BRIOHOUSE

ance It is in proof however that the defendant owned
MORTON

the ice business in 1909 although he did not own it in 1906

and 1907 and it is suggested but not proved that the
NewcombeJ

money borrowed by Sam Brighouse in 1906 was used for

that business and that as between the defendant an.d Sam

Brighouse the note was liability of the defendant rather

than of Sam Brighouse There were differences of opinion

in the provincial courts The Deputy Registrar disallowed

these charges and the learned judge before whom they

came upon review McDonald allowed them In

the Court of Appeal the majority upheld the Deputy Regis

trar But it is certain that the proceeds of the loan were

credited to Sam Brighouses bank account and were with

drawn by him in June 1906 and whether he used the

money to construct the ice building or not or whatever he

used it for there is no evidence that it was money received

by the defendant after 6th February 1907 or at any time

and therefore it is not money for which the defendant is

accountable by the judgment of this Court upon which the

accounting must proceed and moreover it cannot be suc

cessfully disputed that the payments were expenditures or

charges incurred by the defendant in or in relation to or

in connection with the affairs of the said Sam Brighouse

Consequently these items aggregating $7287.76 should be

allowed

Second There are payments amounting to $4000 which

the defendant charges as paid to his brother William

Wilkinson deceased for the latters wages for work done

the farm of Sam Brighouse during the period from 1S96

to 1913 The payments were made and that is not dis

puted but it is said that although the services were ren

dered there is no proof or presumption that they were to

be paid for that the payments were in reality not for

-wages but on account of the sale price for Gulf lots which

the defendant and his brother had sold and in which each

of them had half interest and that there was no corrobo

ration of the defendants evidence that he appropriated the

payments for wages or that his brother was entitled to

wages The items comprising this amount were disallowed

by the Deputy Registrar for lack of corroboration and they

889003
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1929 were allowed by McDonald upon the finding that

BalanousE the evidence is sufficiently corroborated that these moneys

MORTON were paid to Wilkinson on instructions from the de

ceased Sam Brighouse and they were moneys properly pay
Newcornbej

able to Wilkinson The Court of Appeal in turn

disallowed these items the Chief Justice because there

was no agreement by the deceased or by the defendant to

pay wages to Wilkinson and because this was not

transaction with which Sam Brighouse had anything to do
Martin J.A considered that the Deputy Registrar was

right Galliher J.A says that the defendants evidence in

conneOtion with the payment of these items is far from

convincing or sufficient in my opinion would therefore

restore the Registrars finding MacDonald J.A

did not consider that there was sufficient corroboration of

defendants testimony to show that the brother was

actually hired with the consent of the deceased to work in

the farm
Here again am disposed to think that the learned

judges did not pay proper regard to the judgment of this

Court of 4th January 1927 by which the accounts are

directed to be taken The first payment made by the de

fendant to his brother amounting to $2000 was paid on

15th December 1909 and On that day the defendant re

ceived the sum of $4000 on account of the sale of the Gulf

lots The defendant testifies

December 15 1909 paid to my brother WIkinson $2000

This $2000 paid on account of wages He had been on the farm for close

since 96 that is for thirteen years at that time He was on the farm

until 1919 until Brighouses death Practically he had received nothing

oniy ew dollars here and there Sam Brighouse asked me many times

told me many time to pay him as soon as could give him something

paid him this $2000 on account

The second payment of $2O00 was actually made in four

payments Of $500 each by Mr Sauerberg who was the

book-keeper of the Royal Ice Company during the years

from 1908 on when the defendant owned the business and

he testifies to the making of these payments on defendants

account The defendant at that time had been paid only

$6000 net from the sale of the Gulf lets and so if the

whole sum of $4000 which is claimed was paid by the de

fendant to his brot-her on account of the Gulf lots it was

more by $1000 than the brothers share of the receipts.

The whole proceeds ofthe sale were ultimately received by
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the defendant and the total amount with interest was 1929

$52462 This with $30000 more of the defendants own BonousE

money was invested by the defendant in the Royal MORTON
Mansions

The defendant testifies that his brother was pressing him
Newcombej

for money on account of wages and that he gave it to him

referring to the first payment of $2000 He says Now
in making the deal in putting up the Royal Mansions

split even with him paid him that on account of his

wages or would have taken that much out of him And

it is shown by the consent judgment in the will case by

which the Royal Mansions were declared to belong to the

testators Sam Brighouses residuary estate that this

property passed to the estate subject to mortgage to the

defendant for $25000 and to mortgage for like amount

to William Wilkinson the defendants brother thus

accounting for the proceeds of the Gulf lots in full by equal

division between the brothers except perhaps as to bal

ance of $2462 in which the estate of William Wilkinson

may still retain one-half interest but that matter has

not been brought into question nor has it been explained

It is however sufficiently plain that if the $4000 repre

sented by the payments now in controversy be regarded as

part of the proceeds to William Wilkinson of the Gulf

lots he has been to that extent paid twice an event which

is very unlikely to happen by the payers consent The

settlement thus furnishes strong corroboration of the de
fendants denial that the payments of $4000 which his

brother received were appropriated to the reduction of the

defendants liability for proceeds of the Gulf lots and it is

not suggested that there is an alternative motive for these

payments except wages There is independent proof of

the services at least during the period from 1907 to 1913

which comprises the last six years of Sam Brighouses life

The first payment of $2000 was made by defendants

cheque which is in evidence and which was paid and

charged to the defendant in his bank account The other

four payments of $500 were made by Sauerberg and

charged against the defendant in the books of the Royal

Ice Company
There is thus with due regard to the rule requiring cor

roboration in cases of this character ample proof of the

889OO-4
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1929 payments in question and of their imputation on account

BRIGROLJSE of wages and there is no evidence to the contrary beyond

MORTON
the inference which is sought to be drawn from the fact

that there was liability of the defendant to his brother

NewcombeJ in respect of proceeds of the Gulf lots as to which the de

fendant might if so disposed have appropriated payment

of $2000 an inference which think is negatived by the

evidence

There remains the contention that William Wilkin

son being nephew of Sam Brighouse and living on his

farm had no enforceable claim against his uncle for wages

by reason of presumed or implied agreement am not

sure that the circumstances do not justify the inference of

legal demand but in any event the payments consti

tuted expenditures by the defendant in relation to the

affairs of Sam Brighouse and there is no reason to doubt

that the defendant made the payments honestly within

the scope of his authority as proved and if so it does not

appear to me that the court would be justified to disallow

the claim on the ground that perhaps the nephew could not

have established his claim for wages against his uncle by

strict proof of contract for the payment of wages The

situation was one as to which in my view of the circum

stances the defendant was entitled to exercise his judg

ment in the administration of his authority with relation

to his uncles affairs

Third There are two other items $992.80 and $668.30

aggregating $1661.10 described as surcharge which

were disallowed both by the Deputy Registrar and by all

the judges These two sums were deposited in the defend

ants account in the Bank of Montreal on 23rd August and

26th September 1910 the account does not specify the

origin of either deposit and the defendant after the long

time elapsed is unable to identify them except as deposits

which he made but there is on the other hand no proof

that they belonged to Sam Brighouse The plaintiff accord

ingly invokes the principle that since the defendant ad

mittedly has deposited the moneys of Sam Brighouse along

with his own in his individual account he is responsible

for an unlawful mingling of the funds and the moneys

must he says belong to the cestui que trust which are not

shewn to belong to the trustee This principle in its usual
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application the defendant does not dispute but he answers 1929

the plaintiffs contention by the fact that according to the
Bar van

proof the account was kept in manner authorized by Sam

Brighouse and that therefore neither he nor those claiming

under him could in the circumstances equitably insist
NewcombeJ

upon the surcharge and the defendant cites par 399 from

Haisburys Laws of England Vol 28 and Fletcher Col

us think the answer is well founded it would be

not only inequitable but also inconsistent with the judg

ment which regulates the accounting that the defendant

should be held accountable for deposits which are not ad

mitted or identified as belonging to the estate

In Lupton White Lord Eldon ruled that the dis

tinction lies upon the person who occasions the confusion

of property and he explained that although the principle

did not produce strict justice it was the only justice that

could be done and that no more could be done was the

fault of the accounting party It is well enough to hold

that where trustee has confused the fund the whole is to

be treated as belonging to the trust except so much as the

trustee can distinguish as his own but the reason under

lying the principle manifestly does not apply in the present

case where it is found that Sam Brighouse himself had

authorized and encouraged the defendant to dispense with

separate account and to keep the entries in the manner

in which the account appears

The plaintiff suggests however that the defendant can

not plead the authority which he derived from Sam Brig-

house because Sam Brighouse became insane thereby

suppose intending to intimate that the defendants author

ity was revoked The contention is thus stated in the

appellants factum

The said Samuel Brighouse developed mental trouble after being

at the hospital in December 1908 which eventually led to insanity so th
he was not in normal condition to acquiesce or concur in the acts of the

appellant in mixing the trust funds of Samuel Brighouse with his own

Now the following facts are narrated in the judgment of

this Court upon the former appeal
In 1908 Brig.house had serious operation after which according to

the evidence of the respondent his mental powers suffered decline and

as result of whioh he eventually became demented In 1911 Brighouse

executed codicil to the will of 1906 making unimportant alterations in

the articular legacies but leaving the respondent still the beneficiary of

Ch 24 1808 15 Vesey Jr 432
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1929 his residuary estate In 1912 Brighouse left Vancouver for England and

in the same year he executed new will the effect of which will be fully
BRIaR OUBE

stated In 1913 he died

MoRToN The deposits which it is sought to surcharge were as

NewcombeJ already shown made in August and September 1910 Sam

Brighouse went to the hospital in December 1908 The

defendant in his cross-examination gave the following

testimony
think you told me also on discovery when your uncle went to

the hospital his trouble was all mental

couldnt tell you it was all mental because it was enlargement

of the prostate gland but it led to mental trouble. His doctor tald me
that would be the effect ef it

He appears to have recovered from the operation because

he subsequently returned to his home and in 1911 ex
ecuted codicil In the same year he went to England

and there he made new will in 1912 of which the plain

tiff is one of the executors and he died in 1913 There is

no evidence as to the precise time when his mind sank into

the condition of dementia but cannot draw the inference

that he was not responsible for instructions to which he

adhered in 1910 and am satisfied that the appellant fails

to establish any revocation or suspension of authority at

the material time while on the contrary the deceased was

executing testamentary instruments in 1911 and 1912 the

latter of which was admitted to probate and constitutes

the respondents title

In consequence the defendant succeeds upon all the

material items in dispute and it is not necessary to con

sider the question of interest

The appeal should therefore be allowed upon all items

with costs throughout

LAMONT J.This is an appeal from the decision of the

Court of Appeal of British Columbia in which it was

held that the defendant was indebted to the plaintiff as

administrator of the trust and one of the trustees of the

estate of Sam Brighouse deceased in the sum of $7986.63

with interest thereon from July 31 1913 The action was

for an accounting by the defendant of the moneys and pro

perty of the late Sam Brighouse which came into his hands

The defendants name originally was Michael Wilkinson

Sam Brighouse was his uncle and in compliance with

1928 40 B.C Rep 278
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stipulation contained in his uncles will the defendant 1929

added the name of Brighouse to his own BaIGuousE

The defendant had been carrying on the business of Sam MoN
Brighouse under power of attorney dated February

1907 By judgment of this Court the defendant was
I1J

ordered to account for all the moneys of the late Sam Brig-

house received by him after February 1907 exoept

moneys which constituted completed gift to him by

Brighouse during his lifetime The accounting was had

and by the judgment appealed against the plaintiff was

held entitled to recover the sum above mentioned From

that judgment the defendant has appealed to this Court in

respect of three classes of items

The first class aggregating $7287.76 comprises sums of

money paid into the Bank of Montreal from time to time

by the defendant or charged to his account by the bank

to pay off the balance due on promissory note for $13000

dated June 13 1906 made in favour of the bank by Sam

Brighouse and in which the defendant and the Royal Ice

Company joined either as makers or endorsers which it is

not clear This much however is beyond dispute that the

$13000 was placed to the credit of the account of Sam

Brighouse in the bank and that Brighouse drew out the

entire amount before the end of June 1906 On the note

Brighouse himself paid $3000 on October 23 1906 and

further sum of $3000 on February 14 1907 The balance

with interest was paid by the defendant in instalments be

tween April 23 1907 and September 21 1910 and it is

these several instalments amounting in all as have said

to $7287.76 that the defendant seeks to charge against

Brighouses estate In my opinion he is entitled to do so

He has shewn that he paid the above amount into Brig-

houses account at the bank to square that account Prima

facie therefore he paid it for Brighouse and the onus was

on the plaintiff to shew that notwithstanding this applica

tion of the money the note was in reality debt that should

have been paid by the defendant himself and not by Brig

house This in my opinion the plaintiff has failed to do

Neither the defendant nor any other witness at the trial

could say just what Sam Brighouse did with the $13000

The defendant suggested that some of it may have been

S.C.R 118
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199 used to erect buildings on Lots 18 and 20 Block D.L 185

BRIOHoUSE for the Royal Ice Company company which Brighouse

MORTON
at that time controlled and whose business he carried on
In 1908 Brighouse gave the property and business of the

Lamontj
company to the defendant

For the plaintiff it was contended that it should be held

that this $13000 had been used to erect buildings for the

Ice Company or to assist in carrying on the companys

actual business operations and that as Brighouse gave the

business to the defendant before the note was fully paid

the defendant was under an obligation to pay the balance

thereof as liability of the business In my opinion this

contention cannot prevail In the first place there is no evi

dence whatever that Brighouse used the money for the

business operations of the company and in the second

place if he used it for the erection of buildings on the above

mentioned lots he knew when he did so that these lots

were the property of the defendant and had been since

1890 In view of that fact and the relationship existing

between them if the money did go into the buildings the

proper inference to be drawn under all the circumstances

would be that Brighouse intended the buildings to be gift

to the defendant As to the suggestion that the $13000

was loan to the defendant all that needs to be said is

that there is absolutely no evidence to justify such con

clusion and the defendant has testified that when Brig-

house gave him the business of the Royal Ice Company no

obligation was imposed on him to pay off the note in ques

tion The defendant was therefore entitled in the ac

counting to charge the $7287.76 against the estate

The second class consists of payment of $2000 made

by the defendant to his brother Wilkinson on De
cem-ber 15 1909 and four payments of -$500 each made in

1911 by the Royal Ice Company to Wilkinson on the

following dates March 24 April 10 April 28 and May
12 The defendant claims that all these sums were paid

as wages due to his brother from Sam Brighouse while

the plaintiff contends they were moneys belonging to

Wilkinson in the hands of the defendant The circum

stances under which the first sum of $2000 was paid were

as follows The defendant and his brother jointly owned

lands known as the Gulf lots These lands they sold under
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an agreement of sale on November 29 1909 for $46400 1929

payable $500 on the execution of the agreement $5500 BalaHousE

on December 15 1909 $8400 on November 29 1910 and

$8000 on November 29 in each of the following four years

with interest at 6% The $500 and the $5500 were paid
LamontJ

and the defendant endorsed on the agreement under date

of December 14 1909 the receipt of this $6000 and also

the payment thereout of commission of $2000 On De
cember 15 he deposited the balance $4000 to his credit

in the bank and on the same day issued cheque to his

brother for $2000 the exact amount of his brothers share

of the purchase money then in the defendants hands As

the defendant had just before issuing the cheque to his

brother deposited in his own account in the bank $2000

belonging to his brother it is important to note the reason

he gives for issuing the cheque on account of wages rather

than as payment of purchase money His explanation is

that his brother had worked for Sam Brighouse from 1896

period of thirteen years and had received therefor only

few dollars here and there that Sam Brighouse had

told him many times to pay his brother as soon as he

could give him anything that his brother had been press

ing him the whole time for payment and that when he got

the money from the Gulf lots he was in position to pay

him His testimony on this point is as follows

Now let us clear up the facts It was because you had received

money from the sale of the Gulf lots on the 15th of December that put

you in funds to enable you to pay your brother $2000

Exactly

The whole tenor of his evidence was calculated to lead

the court to the conclusion that Sam Brighouse recognized

an obligation on his part to pay wages to Wilkinson

that he did not have the money to pay him and that he

requested the defendant to pay these wages as soon as he

could collect sufficient to do so Sam Brighouse was very

wealthy man which is attested by the fact that he left an

estate of $700000 Had he been under an obligation to

pay wages to Wilkinson it seems highly improbable

that he would not have made payment on account in the

ten years from 1896 to 1906 that Wilkinson lived with

him and prior to the time when the defendant took over the

management of Brighouses business The fact is that the

mother of the defendant and Wilkinson was sister
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1929 of Sam Brighouse and went to live with him at the ranch

BRIONOUSE on Lulu Island in 1896 and she and her boys continued to

MORTON
live there until Brighouses death There was absolutely

no evidence of any agreement on the part of Brighouse to
Lamont

pay wages to Wilkinson .or any evidence that

Wilkinson had ever asked him for wages It is not in my
opinion unworthy of note that although the deferdant was

receiving considerable sums of money on Brighouses ac

count from time to time including $1515 on November

19 and $2500 on December 11 1909 he did not pay any
thing to his brother until he had on hand money to which

his brother was entitled and then paid him the exact sum
due

Then as to the four $500 payments in 1911 made also

the defendant claims for wages These sums were paid by

the Royal Ice Company and charged to the defendants

account The defendant was asked if on March 24 1911
when the Royal Ice Company paid the first $500 to his

brother he defendant had received the payment of

$8400 due November 29 1910 under the agreement of

sale His answer was dont know am not sure of that
Then he gave this testimony

It is true is it not that at the time you paid your brother

these four items of $500 you had received moneys from the sale of the

Gulf lots out of which your brother would be entitded to more than

$2000
Not at that time he would iot he entitled to it from the Gulf

lots

You received $5500 on the 15th December 1909

Yes

And you received $8400 in November 1910

dont know whether received the second one at that time Mr
Craig

Now if the defendant did not know whether or not he

had received the $8400 payment before direct.ing the Ice

Company to make these $500 payments to his brother he

was scarcely in position to state as he did that when the

payments were made his brother was not entitled to them

out of the moneys from the Gulf lots The defendant did

know however that he had received part at least of the

$8400 due November 29 1910 for on December 20 1910

he made deposit in the bank of $2674 and the deposit

slip shews that $2424 of this amount came from one

Wakely and $250 from one Esmond In reference to the

deposit slip he was asked
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Take the next item 45 Mr Brighouse marked Wakely 1929

and the item 46 marked Esmond
That is part of the same payment for the sale of the Gulf lots

BaloHouss

So that when the first $500 was paid to his brother by the MoRTON

Ice Company the defendant had on hand over $1300 of Lat
his brothers money apart altogether from the moneys

received in 1909

Before the Registrar the defendant was asked

Why should the Royal lee Company pay him $2000

It was out of my account at the Royal Ice Company was

charged with it put the money from the Royal Ice Company into

mortgage in his name

From this answer it appears that these payments for

whatever purpose they were made came back to the de

fendant for investment on his brothers account At

later stage of the examination the defendant testified that

he put the money which he and his brother received from

the Gulf lots into the Royal Mansions Apartment Block

These apartments were erected by the defendant in 1912

at cost of over $80000 on land of which Sam Brighouse

was the registered owner but which the defendant stated

Brighouse had verbally given to him After Brighouses

death by judgment of the courts of British Columbia

the Royal Mansions were adjudged to form part of Brig-

houses estate and the defendant and his brother were each

given mortgage thereon of $25000 evidently for the

reason that the defendant had established that he had put

into the block $50000 that did not belong to Sam Brig-

house and that such sum had been received by himself

and his brother from the sale of the Gulf lots It was

argued that the fact that the defendants brother received

mortgage in his own name for $25000 corroborated the

defendants statement that none of the $4000 paid to

Wilkinson could have been paid on account of the purchase

money of the Gulf lots otherwise he would have been over

paid The fact that Wilkinson obtained mortgage

for $25000 must be considered in the light of the further

fact that he never had dollar invested in the Gulf lots

Brighouse bought these lots under an agreement of sale and

afterwards turned the agreement over to the defendant who

obtained title and then made his brother gift of half

interest The defendants conduct towards his brother in

reference to the Gulf lots and also to the Royal Mansions

Apartments would really indicate that he was making pro-
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1929 vision for him He gave him his entire interest in the lots

BaHousE and with regard to the Royal Mansions he in one place

MoRTON gave the following evidence

But the Royal Mansionsyou considered you owned the Royal
Lamont Mansions

No no he had half interest in it

In another place he says
Now in making the deal in putting up the Royal Mansions split

even with him

From these answers take it that had it been adjudged

that the Royal Mansions belonged to the defendant his

brother would have had half interest therein When it

was adjudged tobelong to the estate and the only interest

the defendant had therein was the money he could shew

he had put into the block other than the money of Sam

Brighouse it was to his interest to make this sum as large-

as possible Under these circumstances the fact that

Wilkinson got mortgage on the Royal Mansions of

$25000 is not in my opinion corroborative of defendants

statement that had the $4000 not been paid as wages he

would have deducted it from his brothers mortgage His

brothers whole interest in the Royal Mansions was gift

from the defendant and the inference to be drawn from the

dealings between them is not that which might be drawn

from transactions between strangers carried out in accord

ance with business principles

Section 11 of the Evidence Act of British Columbia

reads

11 In any action or proceeding by or against the heirs executors

edministxiators or assigns of deceased person an opposite or interested

party to the action shall not obtain verdict judgment or decision therein

on his own evidence in respect of any matter occurring before the death

of the deceased person unless such evidence is corroborated by some other

material evidence

In the evidence before us am unable to find any corro

boration of the defendants statement that Sam Brighouse

told him to pay his brother wages or that the $4000 was

paid as wages An agreement to pay will not as between

near relatives living together be implied from the fact that

service is rendered by one to another In my opinion

therefore the defendant is not entitled to charge against

the estate the items of this class

The third class comprises two items one for $992.80 and

the other for $668.30 charged against the defendant in the

surcharge These items appear as credits in the defendants
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bank book and the defendant is now unable to say whether 1929

they are trust funds or his own money Tie kept the trust BRIGHOUSE

funds and his own money in one bank account The plain- MORroN
tiff relies upon the rule that where trustee mixes trust

funds with his own whether in his account at the bank or
Lamont

elsewhere the cestui que trust has claim to have it re

stored out of the mixed fund in priority to any right of the

trustee to the fund and can claim the whole fund if the

amount which is trust money cannot be ascertained Gen

erally speaking therefore trustee mixes trust funds with

his own at his peril It is hOwever justifiable if done with

the consent of the cestui que trust and that is the ground

upon which the defendant justifies his action He says

that on more than one occasion Sam Brighouse told him

to use his Brighouses money as his own and not to keep

any account of it as that was not necessary If Sam Brig-

house made these statements to the defendant the mixing

of the defendants money with the trust money was with

the consent and acquiescence of Brighouse in which case

the plaintiff would not be entitled to succeed in respect of

these two items for they have not been proved to be trust

funds and it is established law that cestui que trust who

actively concurs or passively acquiesces in breach of trust

can obtain no relief against the trustees in respect of it if

at the time of this concurrence or acquiescence he was of

full age and .sui juris and had full knowledge of the circum

stances person claiming under cestui que trust stands

in the same position as the cestui que trust himself Flet
cher Collis

The important question therefore is Did Sam Brig-

house acquiesce in the defendants keeping the trust funds

in his own bank account To corroborate his statement

that he did the defendant called number of witnesses

Currie testified that in November 1908 Sam Brig-

house had stated to him that everything he had was

Michaels defendants to use and do with as he liked

that he defendant had kept the estate together and it

was his Burdes testified that Brighouse had great

confidence in the defendant and spoke of the property as

ours and said that Michael had authority to do what

he liked Cocking another witness testified to

Chy 24
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1929 conversation he had with Sam Brighouse when he took him

BRIGHOUSE to the hospital He says that on that occasion Brighouse

told him that everything he had was Michaels and that
MORTON

Michael could use anything he had as though it were his

Lamont own
The evidence of these witnesses in my opinion corrobor

ates the testimony of the defendant and justifies its accept

anoe As against the defendant therefore the rule as to

mixing trust moneys with the trustees own money has no

application The defendant cannot therefore be called

upon to account for these two sums

would allow the appeal as to classes one and three and

dismiss it as to class two Costs to be paid out of the

estate

Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitors for the appellant Davis Co

Solicitor for the respondent Gillespie


